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The use of femtosecond ͑fs͒ laser pulses for nonlinear processing of dielectrics has opened new possibilities for fabrication of active and passive integrated photonics devices. 1 In particular Er:Yb-doped phosphate glasses were recognized as suitable materials for fabrication of compact mode-locked waveguide lasers by direct laser writing. 2 This technique explores nonlinear interaction of the pulse with the material leading to localized multiphoton absorption and avalanche ionization in the focal region, 3 creating a dense electron plasma. This short-lived plasma may trigger a permanent refractive index change in a spatially confined region. 1 Yet, nonlinear effects, such as self-focusing 4 ͑SF͒ and related beam filamentation 5 ͑BF͒ can severely compromise the efficient and localized deposition of laser energy in the desired volume. Therefore an effective control of the spatio-temporal properties of fs laser-induced transient plasmas is paramount for the production of optimized photonic elements. Femtosecond pump-probe microscopy allows imaging both the temporal and spatial evolution of transient changes in the optical properties of a material upon irradiation with ultrashort laser pulses. 6 This method has been successfully applied for studying surface and bulk material interactions. 7, 8 Here, time-resolved images of spatial distributions of laser-induced plasmas and transient refractive index changes are recorded under real processing conditions by means of fs pump-probe microscopy and time-integrated plasma emission microscopy in commercial phosphate glass doped with 2.2% Er 3+ and 2.5% Yb 3+ ͑wt. %͒ ͑MM2 from Kigre Inc.͒. We have simultaneously applied elliptical beam shaping 9 and pulse chirping 10 in order to control the spatio-temporal profile of the fs laser pulse used for waveguide writing in doped phosphate glass. Spatial beam shaping is accomplished by using a horizontal slit inserted in the pump beam. 11 We have also investigated the influence of laser polarization and processing depth on the properties of transient plasmas in relation to SF and BF phenomena.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . It is based on a pump-probe geometry using a single laser pulse selected from the pulse train by means of an electromechanical shutter. A major fraction of an ϳ100 fs, 800 nm laser pulse ͑pump͒ is focused inside the sample using a microscope objective ͑MO͒ ͓10ϫ, numerical aperture ͑NA͒ = 0.26͔, whereas the remaining low-intensity beam ͑probe͒ illuminates the focal region at a variable time delay with respect to the pump pulse. The transmitted probe beam is sent to a 12 bit CCD camera using a combination of MO ͑20ϫ, NA = 0. ence bandpass filter ͑Filter2͒ centered at 800 nm ͑10 nm bandwidth͒ removes the plasma emission contribution to the transmitted probe signal. The plasma emission spectrum consists of a broad emission band in ϳ400-650 nm range ͑data not shown here͒. In order to reproduce waveguide writing conditions, as in Refs. 9 and 10, where 100 m / s writing speed was used, the fresh sample was preirradiated with 19 pulses before a time-resolved image corresponding to the 20th pulse was recorded at a given time delay and the sample was moved to a fresh region. Time-resolved images in Figs. 1͑b͒ and 1͑c͒ show the effect of slit shaping in bulk fused silica, which was used as a reference sample for setup optimization. In Fig. 1͑b͒ , for time delay ⌬t = 0.2 ps, the plasma distribution ͑dark region͒ shows the expected elongated cross section due to both the low NA of the focusing optics and a small contribution of spherical aberrations induced at the corresponding processing depth. 9 By introducing a slit ͑0.35 mm width͒, the focus is expanded transversely to the beam propagation axis, yielding a disk-shaped focal volume. The corresponding shape of the transient plasma distribution, additionally affected by SF, can be seen in Fig. 1͑c͒ . The shape of the light guiding region, i.e., Figs. 1͑d͒ and 1͑e͒ , where a local increase in the refractive index is detected, coincides with that of the plasma absorption observed in Fig.  1͑c͒ .
We have applied this technique to study the laserinduced plasma and filamentation dynamics in an application-relevant material such as Er:Yb-doped phosphate. In earlier reports, it has been shown that temporally shaped femtosecond laser pulses can significantly improve the energy coupling in dielectrics 12 and lower the thresholds for ionization processes. 13 Here, we have adjusted the laser amplifier compressor settings to stretch the pulse duration via linear pulse chirping. Figures 2͑a͒-2͑c͒ show timeresolved transmission images recorded in doped phosphate glass irradiated with a transform-limited ͑TL͒ pulse with a duration pump ϳ 100 fs ͑full width at half maximum͒. The free electron plasma shows the characteristic arrow head shape ͑as previously observed in fused silica͒, as shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ . In order to estimate the transient electron densities n e of these plasmas, we have applied the Drude model 14 and transmission values extracted from timeresolved images. Our results yield the transient electronic density in the focus to be n e Ϸ 2 ϫ 10 21 cm −3 , which is below the damage threshold in terms of plasma density, i.e., n e Ͻ n d ͑Ϸ7 ϫ 10 21 cm −3 for Er:Yb codoped phosphate glass͒ but above the critical density n c at 800 nm ͑Ϸ1 ϫ 10 21 cm −3 ͒.
In addition, we observe transient transmission changes caused by multiple BF in the prefocal region. Multiple filamentation is a direct consequence of the input beam ellipticity. 15 The filaments observed in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑c͒ are already present at the earliest time delays ͑⌬t = 0.1 ps͒ and their effect on the transient transmission changes persists up to 1 ns ͑not shown͒. To our knowledge the existence of filament-induced transient changes up to such long delays has not been observed so far in bulk dielectrics. We estimate the intensity in the filaments 4 I f = P crit / ͑r f ͒ 2 = 3.64 ϫ 10 12 W / cm 2 , where P crit = ͑0.61͒ 2 0 / 8n 0 n 2 = 1.03 MW denotes critical power for SF for linearly polarized laser beam in Er:Yb-doped phosphate glass ͑with n 0 and n 2 being its linear and nonlinear refractive indices, respectively͒ at 800 nm, and r f Ϸ 3 m is the filament radius measured from the time-resolved images. In Figs. 2͑d͒-2͑f͒ , the material response upon interaction with a stretched pump pulse, i.e., pump = 270 fs, is shown. The stronger and spatially broader transient free electron plasma is a clear indication of an improved energy coupling in the focal region of the stretched laser pulse. The most striking difference is the complete absence of filamentation in the latter case, most likely due to the reduced peak power of the pulse. The comparison of the results observed for both pulse durations, clearly shows that both prefocal beam energy depletion caused by SF 16 and the formation of multiple filaments 15, 17 act as a very efficient energy loss channels that limit the amount of energy deposited in the focal region.
Since SF and the related nonlinear BF are inherently bound to nonlinear propagation in a Kerr medium, a substantial change in the observed plasma evolution is expected at different processing depths. Figures 3͑a͒-3͑d͒ show images recorded for a TL pulse ͑ pump = 100 fs͒ at 0.62 mm and 1.56 mm depth, respectively. Indeed, filamentation is strongly enhanced at larger depths, although the overall spatial profile of the plasma is rather similar in both cases. Similarly, laser polarization influences the BF process by modifying the SF critical power P crit via the polarizationdependent coefficient n 2 . The ratio of nonlinear refractive indices for linear ͑n 2 Ќ ͒ and circular ͑n 2 ͒ polarizations in an isotropic medium scale as n 2 Ќ / n 2 = 1.5. 18 The values of n 2 Ќ = 5.85ϫ 10 −20 m 2 / W and n 2 = 3.94ϫ 10 −20 m 2 / W, for Er:Yb-doped phosphate glass, were measured using femtosecond degenerate four wave mixing. 19 The experimentally obtained ratio of n 2 Ќ / n 2 = 1.49 is in excellent agreement with theory and leads to a ratio of critical powers The strong influence of laser polarization on the onset of filamentation can be seen in the plasma emission images for both polarization states of the pump pulse and increasing pump pulse durations in Fig. 4 . These images were recorded by blocking the probe beam and removing Filter2 and correspond to an average of six consecutive pump pulses. The main difference between the time-resolved transmission and plasma emission images is the ability of the former to capture both temporal and spatial properties of the laser-induced plasmas in "real time." Plasma emission allows only timeintegrated optimization of the spatial distribution of the observed plasmas. As already seen in Fig. 2 , filamentation is efficiently reduced as we increase the pulse duration. However, only for circularly polarized laser beam ͓see Figs. 4͑d͒-4͑f͔͒ filamentation is fully suppressed, while residual filaments for horizontal polarization ͓Fig. 4͑c͔͒ are still present even at the longest pulse duration pump = 405 fs. The more efficient reduction in filamentation using circular polarization is consistent with the concomitant increase from P crit Ќ = 1.03 MW to P crit = 1.53 MW, as discussed above. The importance of laser polarization in multiphoton ionization mechanisms in dielectrics has been recognized earlier. 20 Particularly in fs laser waveguide writing, 21 waveguides produced with circularly polarized light show lower propagation losses when compared to linear polarization. The authors attributed this improvement to the absence of periodic nanostructures; formed in various glasses upon irradiation with linearly polarized ultrashort laser pulses. 22, 23 Our findings suggest that circular polarization not only avoids the generation of nanofractures but also minimizes BF effects and improves the spatial distribution of the transient plasma, which directly leads to better quality of the laser-written structures. Therefore we believe these findings are of fundamental relevance to many applications where fs laser pulses are employed for processing of dielectrics.
In conclusion, fs pump-probe microscopy in bulk dielectrics is capable of providing a detailed and quantitative description of spatio-temporal properties of laser-induced transient plasmas under real processing conditions. We have identified filamentation and prefocal depletion as important energy loss channels in doped phosphate glass, which deteriorate the spatial distribution of the laser-deposited energy. By lowering the peak power, i.e., via pulse stretching, we obtained a well-defined spatial profile of the transient plasma, without energy being lost to filamentation. In addition, the use of circular laser polarization further minimizes filamentation due to larger P crit . Both strategies allow controlling the nonlinear propagation effects, paving the way for an efficient and optimized production of high quality and true three-dimensional photonic structures. 
